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Schools Matter (Cullen, Jacob, and Levitt, 2006; Deming, 2011; Dobbie and Fryer, 2013; Hastings and Weinstein,
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(2014); Angrist, Pathak, and Walters, 2013; Clark and Del Bono, 2016)

Test-based school accountability

Measure school performance

Incentivize good school performance

Usefulness of accountabiliy rests on two key assumptions

Schools affect test scores

School contributions to test scores → socially important outcomes
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This paper

Estimate high school contributions to student outcomes using
value-added models

Short-run: test scores used for accountability
“Long-run”: college enrollment

Statewide data on CA public high school students linked to college
outcomes

Examine relationship between test score and college enrollment VA

Does test score VA “persist”?
How much variation in college enrollment VA is explained by test score
VA
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Preview of findings

High schools make significant contributions to test scores and college
enrollment

1 s.d. of test score VA: 0.15σ student test scores
1 s.d. of college enrollment VA: 8.7 ppts 4-year enrollment

Test score VA “persists”

1 s.d. increase in test score VA → 2.4 percentage point increase in 4
year college attendance

More than 2/3 of variation in college enrollment VA unrelated to test
score VA
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Data sources

CA Department of Education: statewide longitudinal high school
records

2015-2017 11th grade cohorts

National Student Clearinghouse (NSC)

College enrollment records through fall 2017
We focus on enrollment in fall after “on time” HS graduation

Sample

Start with 1.4m students with valid 11th grade math and English
scores

Drop students if

Missing demographic characteristics
Missing pre-high school scores (8th grade ELA or 6th grade math)
Attending an “alternative” high school (e.g., online credit recovery
school)

Final sample: ˜900k students
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Estimating School Effectiveness with Value-Added

Goal: isolate schools’ contribution to student outcomes

Problem: hard to disentangle school effects from differences in
student inputs

Value-added models
“How do observed outcomes at a school compare to outcomes that
would be expected given prior outcomes”

We adapt Chetty, Friedman and Rockoff (2014) to estimate school
value-added

1 Regress test scores on student inputs (demographics + prior test
scores)

2 Compute average residuals by school-by-year
3 Instrument for year t average residual with average residuals from other

years
“Value-added with drift”
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Estimating School Effectiveness with Value-Added

Yist = φ0 + φ1Xist + βSist + ηWst + γt + λst + ξst + εist︸ ︷︷ ︸
uist

Yist : outcome (e.g., test score) for student i in school s in year t
Xist : Demographic characteristics
Sist : Prior scores (cubic for 8th grade ELA and 6th grade math)
ξst : “common shock”
Wst : Number of students
εist : Student residual

λst : School value-added

Average performance residuals (assuming E (εist |s, t) = 0)

ust =
1

Nst

Nst∑
i=1

[λst + ξst + εist ]

= λst + ξst
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Estimating School Effectiveness with Value-Added

Purging common shocks

Assumptions

cov(λst , λst′) 6= 0 VA correlated across years
cov(ξst , ξst′) = 0 Common shocks uncorrelated across years
cov(λst , ξst′) = 0 Common shocks uncorrelated with VA

Instrument for year t with other years

Estimate: ust = κust′ + vst
Value added estimates: λ̂st = κ̂ûst′



Distribution of test score VA



Validity of VA estimates

Test 1: “Specification test”

Is estimated VA associated with a one-for-one change in
contemporaneous test scores?
Effectively checks whether information from other years successfully
forecasts contemporaneous VA

Test 2: Forecast bias

Tests strong selection on observables assumption
Intuition: is student sorting related to scores not included as covariates
in VA model?
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Test score and college enrollment VA



Persistence of test score VA to college enrollment

Yist = α0 + α1Xist + γt + ρλst + βst + θst + eist︸ ︷︷ ︸
νist

= α0 + α1Xist + γt + πst + θst + eist︸ ︷︷ ︸
νist

πst : “total” college VA

ρ: persistence of test score VA to college enrollment

βst : college VA orthogonal to test score VA
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Share of long run VA

Fraction of total college VA variance “explained” by test score VA

persistence: 1− σ2
β

σ2
π

Outcome 1− σ2
β

σ2
π

Any enrollment 0.28

2-year enrollment ∼ 0

4-year enrollment 0.31
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Conclusions and next steps

Conclusions

Schools have important effects on both test scores and college
enrollment

Test VA persists to college enrollment

But most of college enrollment VA unrelated to test score VA

Accountability centered on test scores might miss key elements of
what schools do for students

Next Steps

More cohorts

Explore mechanisms (e.g., funding, staffing, LCAP)

Heterogeneity

“Natural experiments” based on school closings
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